40' POLE

NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER
NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECT'S AE 2020 STANDARDS

All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMEMBER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary (not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMEMBER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary (not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFERENCE 1.103 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMEMBER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMinDER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
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NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER
NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECTS AE 2020 STANDARDS
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NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER
NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECTS AE 2020 STANDARDS

All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMINDER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
45' POLE

NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER

NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECTS AE 2020 STANDARDS
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All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMEMBER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER
NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECT’S AE 2020 STANDARDS

All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMINDER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
55' POLE

NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER

NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECTS AE 2020 STANDARDS

All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMINDER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
NOTE - RADIUS OF PRIMARY AND NEUTRAL CLEARANCE MAY CHANGE DUE TO POLE EQUIPMENT IE. TRANSFORMER

NOTE - DIAGRAM REFLECTS AE 2020 STANDARDS

All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMEMBER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary (not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

**REMINDER:** Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary(not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

REMINDER: Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary (not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.
All plan and profile submittals should reflect existing conditions of AE facilities. For Example, if a pole is leaning it should be shown as such, as this could impact the Customer's facilities/structure installations. See Section 1.10 in the AE Design Criteria Manual.

**REMINDER:** Customer's Facilities shall not be installed under or over AE overhead distribution facilities and shall maintain a minimum horizontal sky-to-ground clearance of 7 feet - 6 inches from overhead primary, neutral, and secondary (not including service drops to the individual building on the same lot) conductors. REFER to: 1.10.3 of AE Design Criteria Manual.